
Ascot Style solution for 
any Landscape design.

Ascot  Style featuring a 
higher fence post. 

CBR-MC05 CBR-MC06

CBR-MC03 CBR-MC04

CBR-MC01 CBR-MC02
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To customize the appearance of your fence, 
you may choose from the following decorative 
features which can be added to many of the 
base models.

* Single or Double Channel
* Fleur –de- Liz
* Spear

CBR-MC08CBR-MC07

CBR-MC09 CBR-MC10
Aluminum fence brings Elegance, 

Beauty & Security to your yard.

Ascot 
Mechanical Fence 

www.fencesandgatesonline.com



This style fits everywhere 
and is a popular choice.

This style provides an 
unique and classy look.

CBR-W05 CBR-W06

CBR-W03 CBR-W04

CBR-W01 CBR-W02
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 We use only the highest grade alloy aluminum that 
the industry has to offer. 

 Powder Coat finish is durable and maintenance free 
and custom color

 Aluminum fences keep children secure and are ideal 
for exercising pets without a leash

CBR-W08CBR-W07

CBR-W09 CBR-W10
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Aluminum welded fence is a strong and 
durable decorative fence with the classic 

wrought-iron look.



Welded Pedestrian Gate with Heavy-Duty Hinges 
and Magna Latch

Some Installations demands a “stepped’’ install due 
to the grade of the property not being level.

Building code mandates

www.fencesandgatesonline.com



Classic Ascot  Design - Aluminum  Picket Mechanical 
Fence Available 4’ to 5’ High . Three different colors:

www.fencesandgatesonline.com

WHITE BLACK BRONZE



 Solid Privacy T&G  Solid Privacy w/ lattice 

Solid privacy wall with a 
lattice top for improved air 
flow and esthetics  

Solid privacy wall that 
features Tongue & Groove 
verticals for greater fence 
strength.

PVC Fence Features:
•Maintenance free
•Will not peal, flake, splinter or rot-ever
•Guaranteed to last a lifetime
•Impervious to moisture and termites
•Will maintain its beauty year after year
•Save money over the long term

www.fencesandgatesonline.com



 Shadowbox  Shadowbox w/ Lattice 

 From elegant to traditional design, there is a post cap to 
fit any and all of your vinyl fence options.

www.fencesandgatesonline.com

‘Post Cap can complement your home,
property and investment.’



Homeowners across the 
nation love the look of the 
vinyl rail fence because of 
the western traditional 
fence look it provides. 
Whether it is used in 
corral fencing or a 
property fence you have 
made a great choice. Your 
vinyl fence comes in 5’x5’ 
posts for added strength. 
No brackets needed 
because all our posts are 
routed at the factory.

PVC 3-Rail Fence  PVC Cross Buck Fence

 PVC Picket Fence 
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PVC Fence will enhance the appearance and 
value of your property and be the envy of 

the entire neighborhood.

www.fencesandgatesonline.com



Qualities of PVC/ Vinyl Fence
What's the difference 
Of course there is PVC fencing available  at your local home improvement store, however, 
if you look closely you'll find that although it is PVC fence, their products are considerably 
inferior in all categories to the products you'll find at  CBR Fences and Gates. 
Whether or not you need a long term fencing solution, PVC has a lifetime warrantee, is  
maintenance free and adds property value to your home for years to come.

Manufacturer's Warranty: 
The warranty is fully transferable and offers worry free, lifetime protection that covers not 
only the replacement profiles but also the cost of installation labor. How can we offer 
such a warranty? Simple.
It is our extra thick capstock which is compounded from a formulation that has been 
tested and successfully used in the vinyl industry throughout the world for over 33 years.

How does it assemble: 
Our PVC fences are CNC computer routed for precision alignment which eliminates the 
need for brackets, and screws which are the common problems with some competitor’s 
products.

U.V. Protection: 
Almond pigment creates a light beige color while Titanium Dioxide (TiO2) imparts a 
brilliant white color to the vinyl and helps to reflect the sun's rays from the finished 
surface. Calcium Carbonate, referred to as a filler, replaces some of the PVC to increase 
impact and tensile strength to the finished material. This formulation results in superior
vinyl products that will not rot, chip, corrode, peel, or blister.

PVC Fence System 

PVC vs. Wood PVC (Vinyl) Material Wood Material

Non-Pro Rated Warranty Lifetime Warranty Lifetime

Labor Warranty 5 Years Warranty 1 Year

Projected Life 50+ Years 10 Years

Maintenance Free YES NO

Graffiti Resistance YES NO

Termite Free YES NO

Fungus & Dry Rot Free YES NO

Free of Harmful Chemicals 
(Arsenic, Lead, Creosote) YES NO

Needs Painting Never YES

Fade Resistant YES NO



F.A.Q.'s
How long has vinyl fence been around?
Vinyl Fencing has been available since the 80's. It is the fastest growing product in the 
fencing industry with sustained annual growth at more than 30%.

How strong is it?
It has five times the tensile strength of wood and four times the flexibility. It flexes under 
load making it strong enough to safely hold cattle and horses.

Can I install it myself?
If you can use a level, a tape measure, and post hole digger and a string line - you can do 
the job yourself. For larger jobs, some people like to hire a professional for the hole 
drilling or the entire job.

Can I put a hot wire on it?
Yes,  you can. The entire vinyl post is an insulator which means you won't need any 
special hardware. All you have to do is drill a hole in the posts and string the wire 
through. You should probably use a wire that is resistant to rust and corrosion.

How does it compare to wood?
It is stronger, lasts much longer, safer, looks better, and costs much less over time. It can 
cost the same as or more than wood initially depending local wood prices, type of wood 
and style of fence or deck but over it's life it is about one third of the cost.

How do you set the posts?
The posts are set in concrete in the ground from 24 to 36 inches deep and cement is 
always put around the posts for added strength. Always check with local building codes 
for all requirements. Can I paint it?
Paint doesn't adhere well to the surface which is good in the case of graffiti but bad if you 
like to paint things.

Will it discolor or become brittle over time? 
It is warranted by the factory for lifetime to never discolor or brittle.  We use an U.V. 
inhibitor called titanium dioxide which creates a solar barrier so the sun can't break it 
down.

PVC Fence System 
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PVC Vinyl fencing is a sophisticated 
combination of quality material and 

technology.



Chain Link Fencing is the product of choice for 
security and peace of mind because of its strength and 

long-term durability. It is also corrosion resistant, 
versatile, and perhaps most of all, 

a great value! 

www.fencesandgatesonline.com



 Chain Link Vinyl 
coated: Colors: Black 
and Green

 Available heights: 3' 
through 12' Special 
heights available on 
request

 Our slats, which come 
in a variety of colors 
and styles, 
significantly enhance 
the appearance of 
previously installed or 
new chain link fences
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Press Tread Wood Fence 
Available 4’ to 6’ High

Styles: Board on Board, Shadowbox and
Stockade

www.fencesandgatesonline.com

Board on Board Shadowbox 

Stockade Complete Wood Gate



Proudly designed by CBR Fabricators and 
manufactured in South Florida. 

www.fencesandgatesonline.com

CBR – WF01 CBR – WF02

CBR – WF03 CBR – WF04

CBR – WF05 CBR – WF06

1 2
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CBR – WF07 CBR – WF08

CBR – WF09 CBR – WF10

CBR – WF11 CBR – WF12

CBR has an unique ornamental 
fencing solution for you. 



Steel or Aluminum Fence  3/4’’ 
picket, 2'' Post , all welded.

Available 4’or 5’ high
1’’ Pickets are recommended 

for heights of 6’ or any 
customized size 

Powder Coating Finish
Varied of Colors available

www.fencesandgatesonline.com

CBR – WF13 CBR - WF14

CBR – WF15 CBR – WF16

CBR – WF17
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Steel or Aluminum Pressed 
Picket top. Dome and 
Staggered style . Any 

customized size.
Galvanized and Powder 

Coating Finish.
Varied Color available. Attention Community 

Association Manager :
They add safety, protection 

and security while 
complementing the 

architectural and landscape 
design. Also, they provide 

the peace of mind in 
knowing your investment 

will last for years to come.

Whether your needs are for 
residential perimeter fence, pool 

fence, or commercial 
applications, Denver Welded 

fencing will provide the 
strength, beauty, and durability 

that you expect from virtually 
maintenance free fence.



 And gates for 
residential, commercial, 
industrial, and high 
security applications.

We offer a complete line 
of high quality fence 
systems in both 
traditional and unique 
styles.
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Privacy fence panels have been 
designed for easy installation.  
Great for public areas, private 
homes, retail centers, and for 
equipment enclosures.


